www. uniconnectmedia.com

Uniconnectmedia services can be found in the
digital signage needs in business corporations,
government bodies, educational institutions,
multimedia content developers, events and other

enterprises.

Uniconnectmedia offers excellent and high quality digital signages, interactive
touch system, video display system, and video interface products from
established leading manufacturers. We also provide other services such as
system evaluation, system design, content development, software
development, technical support, project management,
installation, commissioning and after sales services.

Uniconnectmedia ensures our customers with
quality and efficient products and services. We aim
to cater the needs of our customers and with our
excellent and efficient skills and to ensure that our

Uniconnectmedia, unlike any other, can provide all out services on your digital
signages and display technological needs. With our wide knowledge, excellent
skills and availability of technologies, we can offer you the most optimum
system just the way you like it.

customers’ projects are not delayed by product
quality issues. With our professional and friendly
approach, we can provide 100% satisfaction to our
customers.

Our services and solutions range from standalone media players to the
complete solution such as networked large screen displays with built-in
systems that can bring you high quality graphical and audio content along with
large video wall displays for both indoor and outdoor environments.
Our systems are capable of withholding multiple environment conditions and
applications such as education, retail, corporate and hospitality.
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We elevate your brand to new possibilities
with quality signage

Experience the Power of Information Display
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Self-checkout lanes and wayfinding kiosks are self-service
opportunities for customers that let retailers create an
experience that can generate loyal customers for brick and
mortar shops and not just for online commerce.
Self-service kiosks promote customer service that will let
people be excited about shopping again. It doesn’t just stops at
the retail environment, self-service kiosks can be used for
check-in and check-out areas in airports and hotels or in a
corporate setting for training and other interactive activities.
The key benefits of self-service kiosk are many and some of
them include

 Creating opportunities to upsell products that compliment certain
purchases while customers browse to find products that they are
looking for.
 Very minimal strain even after running for long periods of time.
 Easier data gathering and analytic by getting information based on
customer usage of the kiosk.
 Reducing social friction between customers and other in-store
factors that can increase sales of additional products or services by
30%
 Convenient to use for customers in the store and can augment the
online shopping and services experience in a brick and mortar store
setting.
 Focus is directed to building good customer relationship than just
solely getting the order right.
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The concept of the hotel digital signage has been around for a long time,
even then with the default hotel channels with the hotel amenities,
restaurants and advertising in the hotel room’s TV. From Marriot to the
Royal Carribean, digital signage has offered more than just static
information and convenience. Expand your hotel and commercial services
with





Digital signage to change schedules and information
dynamically and according to event specifications for hotels
with conference rooms.
Interactive digital signage as a wayfinding system to help
patrons find their way around the hotel
Digital concierge kiosks to help self-service check in and
check out for patrons while displaying room rates and other
important information.
A means to generate valuable feedback from patrons to be
used to shape business operations
The convenience to give special offers at a moment’s notice
to reduce vacancies
Display flight departure and arrival information or tour
schedules in the lobby for patrons on business or leisure.
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Dual sided digital displays are perfect for multitasking settings and locations with high traffic. Having screens on both sides of the panel allows
for more advertising and information coverage since people can view the displays regardless of which way they are facing.
It is having two screens without shelling out for one more digital signage unit. Productivity is increased without having to exert effort meant for
two digital signage deployments. Dual Sided digital signages are perfect for hospitals, schools, shopping malls and any venue with high traffic
and even in places separated by walls. The benefits of these dual sided displays do not just stop there







Conference rooms divided by a wall can have simultaneous meetings discussing different topics
Use as screen in rooms and architecture separated by a wall to display advertisement and other vital information
Save time and money from deploying twice the number of digital signage units.
Enjoy the same features and benefits as you would in single screen digital signage.
Dual sided displays support two-way traffic viewing perfect for way finding, maps, airport flight schedules, room numbers and so much
more.
Increase the flow of traffic without the need to retract steps to review information. Best suited for restaurants, drive thru and other overthe-counter order-oriented establishments.
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Commercial grade digital signage is specially built for
strenuous usage and long hours.
Unlike their consumer grade counterparts that can be seen
at home and in big box shops, these commercial display
screens have more features suited for industrial usage.
Digital signage is becoming more popular in different
venues and industries like schools, hospitals, airports and
restaurants, to mention a few.
While consumer TV screens and commercial display may
be confused and interchanged, the benefits just do not
compare.

| Visually brighter and sharper screens specially made for commercial usage | Extra features made especially for digital signage units and the
integration systems which include, but are not limited to, business software, | Take advantage of a robust warranty and support only available
for commercial digital signage and deployment.
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Ride the wave of touch screen technology in your store and in
business with Uniconnect Media’s options for interactive digital
signage.

Digital signage can come in various shapes and sizes, that also
includes the digital totem. Enjoy high luminance and color
displays with high definition totem screens. These totems are
perfect for high traffic locations like shopping malls, hotels,
corporate lobbies and so much more.
Uniconnect media provides many options that lets you advertise,
collaborate and deliver great customer experience where ever
you deploy your digital signage.

With many using touch screen handheld devices, it is no surprise
for digital signage to be involved and use this interactive
technology in business and industrial settings.
The ever changing need of customers to seek out a more
engaging platform for retail have prompted business owners to
move toward a more tech-savvy path and away from outdated
means of traditional advertising.
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Whether for entertainment or business, High-Quality Projector
Screens are your best option to get the best picture for long range
viewing. Having the right two-piece projection system will give
you optimized imagery for all types of settings, may it be in a
conference room, a home theater or the outdoors.
These professional screens are designed for ease of operation and
installation. Motorized or for simulation purposes, Uniconnect
Media offers a variety of grade A projector screens.
 Saving space with efficient retractable and motorized projector screen
 Easy to install and maintain.
 Enhanced reflective properties with multiple optical coatings with brilliant highlights,
contrasts and color saturation.
 Images will be large and clear even in far distances
 Lessen eye strain with non-LCD surface and a larger resolution
 Simulation projector screens supports a virtually hands-on learning environment for
technical trainings
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Professional monitors are specially designed for
business and even academic settings.

These monitors and interactive screens are
embedded with solutions to address
communication issues. Increase productivity
and collaboration with interactive features,
24/7 operation hours for non-interactive
monitors, business applications embedded in
the software and so much more.
Share ideas and business plans clearly and
concisely with group members and other
people involved in your whole business process.
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Video walls fuse a series of video displays in one large
visual experience. Video walls are being used in various
industries due to advancements like the
constant increase in video display resolution,
interactivity and additional features.
While it may be more attractive to choose other video
display options, video walls just have many special
features and flexible aspects that cannot be achieved
through any other means.
Collaboration, running different data simultaneously in
multiple screens, seamless information processing is just
some of the key features that can be achieved with
video walls.
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Whether it is for entertainment, leisure, business or
shopping, these multi touch tables are perfect for
spreading your brand. Let your customers experience
interactive information with a touch of a finger. Other
perks include:







Simultaneous uses make customers access
information with the least possible time.
User friendly: Anyone of any age can use and see
what you have to offer without stress.
Its flexibility feature allows any type of content to
be displayed to cater your business need.
Its classy design will touch customers curiosity
and will attract them to take a glimpse of what
you have to offer.
Hassle free installation: No need for special
technical skills. Its easy set up feature allows you
to save time.
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68 Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #02-03, 417896

Fax: 6876 0051

9185 6846 (Sales) | 9661 9815 (Sales)
6876 0880 | 9111 8986 (Support)

enquire@uniconnectsys.asia
www.uniconnectmedia.com
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